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How to Create, Market, and Sell Your First Online Course – Even with a Small 
Audience 

Bailey’s journey started by writing a book, not as an infopreneur coach. Bailey has a 
passion for travel and started writing an ebook about her traveling experiences. She put 
over 9 months of hard work into her first book, but the launch was not a success. 

Instead of giving up Bailey decided to look at what went wrong, and what she could do 
differently next time. She realized that launching a book needs to be approached like 
you are launching a business. When Bailey launched her book she had no email list to 
notify, no blog, no platforms at all to promote her book; these are all important elements 
for a successful book launch. 

Bailey absorbed a lot of content from other bloggers with successful book launches 
under their belts to learn the ropes. She started a travel blog, an email list, produced 
free materials for her audience, and started to work on some online courses.  

These courses used some material she covered in her ebook, so those 9 months of 
effort were able to be recycled in part. Bailey started recording videos as teaching 
materials and started off by listing them on Udemy before going on to host and market 
them herself. 

Pre-selling to Validate Your Ideas 

Pre-selling is asking your audience what they want and what they would pay for, then 
building content around these ideas that have been validated.  

Having an audience before a product is going to increase your chances of a successful 
book or course launch. If you can ask you audience what they want, and then deliver, 
this is ideal. Now it doesn’t take a HUGE audience, and anywhere from a few dozen 
people to a few hundred people is certainly better than zero. 

When you know what your course is going to be about you can go ahead and start 
taking enrollments. Bailey goes through the following steps before she has started to 
create the content for her course: 

 Set up a full sales page with specific copy on what the course will cover 

 Connect the page to a payment gateway to start collecting sales 

 Set a realistic date for the start of the course 

Don’t be afraid to set the date 3-6 months away if that is how long it will take to produce 
the course and give yourself time to market and promote it. Based on the interest and 
sales you have generated you have the option to continue with the course, or you can 
refund the money and scrap it if it doesn’t look like it’s going to be worth the time 
investment. 

Bailey uses ClickFunnels to set up her sales pages and collect payments. By using 
ClickFunnels you have complete control over the marketing and payments, as opposed 

http://www.sidehustlenation.com/clickfunnels


to using a platform like Udemy. You will need a Stripe account to set up the payment 
side through ClickFunnels. I’ve used Stripe before and it’s easy to set up and allows you 
to accept credit card payments. 

Course Creation 

A lot of people are nervous about being on camera or don’t think they have the technical 
skills to produce good quality videos, but it’s not that hard.  

Depending on the type of course you’re producing you may not need to be on camera. It 
does help add some authenticity if you appear in an introduction video, so Bailey 
recommends you do this. As for the video content, mixing up different forms of media 
like screen captures and diagrams is usually a lot more interesting for viewers. 

Camtasia is a great piece of software for video editing and recording screen captures. 
You can download this at TechSmith. It’s really easy to get to grips with and you will be 
producing high-quality video in no time. 

Pricing Strategy 

Bailey uses a 3-tier pricing strategy to maximize sales of her courses and make it easy 
for customers to buy. She advised against gating certain content based on the price tier, 
and broke down an example of her tiers as follows: 

Tier 1 – “Flex Payment Plan” – this option allows the buyer to pay in installments if 
they don’t have all the funds upfront. 

Tier 2 – “Best Value Plan” – this option allows the buyer to pay for the whole course 
up front and receive a small discount for doing so. 

Tier 3 – “Support” – this option is the Best Value Plan plus an extra charge for some 
one-on-one time with Bailey for those who want the extra support. 

The goal is to make it easy for your customers to find an option that works for them. 
Bailey also pre-sells her courses and offers additional discounts for customers who buy 
the course before it’s live. 

Launch Sequence Strategy 

The online course space is crowded. Bailey recommends you produce “high-value 
courses” to stand out from the crowd. This means not only offering video content, but 
adding bonuses such as one-on-one coaching time, a private Facebook group, or other 
relevant “extras.” 

A launch sequence Bailey used was to build a sales funnel as explained earlier and set 
up the payment system. Then she offered what she calls “The Course Creator 
Collection”, which is a series of free PDFs for her audience to download.  

https://stripe.com/gb
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The free downloads attracted potential customers and Bailey pitched her course to 
them. She recognized enough interest and sales in the pre-selling phase to go ahead 
and set a deadline for the course to be released. 

The sales funnel can be explained in 4-steps: 

 Attract 

 Educate 

 Pitch 

 Upsell 

Evergreen vs Open and Shut Content 

Bailey recommends you launch an evergreen course or two that accept enrollments all 
year round, to offset the low months between launches of your “flagship” course. The 
flagship course may only launch once a year, but comes at a much higher price point. 

Don’t be afraid to give away content for free either. Bailey recommended giving away up 
to 80-90% of your content for free, as this is the most powerful lead generation tool you 
have. You will gain more customers by demonstrating you are willing to share 
everything you know.  

You should view the information as free, but charge for the implementation. Set 
frameworks in place with your paid content, make it easy for the customers to buy as 
they know what they are getting.  

Bailey’s #1 Tip for Side Hustle Nation: 

‘’If you want people to buy your courses, provide value. Make it a no-brainer.” 

More Info: 

 http://www.sidehustlenation.com/bailey 

 http://baileyrichert.com 

Until next time! 

-Nick 
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